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discovered >20 years ago
We are still trying to understand it fully!  The ``mystery of dark energy” means 
different things to different researchers.  
A major goal: formulate it fully in quantum gravity  (=string/M theory).  

Led to weakly coupled, large-radius dS and inflation models, with 
observationally testable model-dependent signatures contributing to 
systematic analysis of early U data.   Concrete start on the upgrade of AdS/CFT 
holography to dS.     Much more to learn!

This talk:  M theory (EFT:  11d SUGRA) on deformed finite-volume hyperbolic 
internal space.  Its automatically-generated Casimir energy and 7-form flux  
yields volume stabilization with ; other directions constrained by 
Mostow rigidity and positive warping effects. Remarks on applications. 



Simple motivation:  Schematically 

give leading positive potential energy & 
rigidity, and are generic in string theory (also dual to each other and 
connected to other limits)  Hellerman-Swanson, Green Lawrence McGreevy

Morrison Adams Saltman ES

Cordova De Luca Dodelson Dong Horn Maloney Saltman
ES Strominger Tomasiello Torroba ... 

Enables simpler setups for more
explicit analysis of dS quantum 
gravity (e.g. entropy counts,  essential 
features of holographic dual) as well as
more generic mathematical structure and 
associated phenomenology.   



11d SUGRA (M-theory): No dilaton.  Geometry and 6-form potential field .
Compactify on hyperbolic space H7/ with 7-form flux Casimir energy (inhomogeneous)

Mostow rigidity for Hn/ n>2, no flat directions unlike Riemann surface, Calabi-Yau which have 
moduli spaces.  

At the homogeneous level,  4d effective potential for the volume (equivalently curvature 
radius) from dimensionally reducing the 11d SUGRA Lagrangian:

Einstein-Hilbert action:  positive potential for ( )



Negative curvature  (Kaloper et al, Saltman ES, Dong Horn ES Torroba, 
Cordova De Luca, Tomasiello, , …) 
as well as Casimir energy Arkani-Hamed Dubovsky et al (Standard Model), 
Maldacena et al (SM wormholes)...
have been useful in stabilizing various solutions previously.  

Casimir stress-energy:

e.g. for bosonic 
field component



Casimir term dominated by small circles in the geometry

e.g. filled hyperbolic cusps or other constructions with short systoles. I. Agol et al

To end the cusp, incorporate Anderson’s 
analogue of Dehn filling, one cycle smoothly 
contracts. 



4d effective potential 
Douglas ‘09

u(y) satisfies GR constraint (its equation of motion): 

Like a Schrodinger 
problem for 



Quantized flux solution: 



`Wavefunction’ (warp factor) u is supported 
where the contributions to the naïve 4d 
potential -U are positive:  u redshifts away 
runaway instabilities like the conformal factor. 

,
   

Douglas ’09 conjecture:  the properly defined  is bounded below.

cf Yamabe problem, see also Hertog Horowitz Maeda

Effective Schr dinger problem Douglas ‘09 :



Tune small to compete with 
Casimir withℓ ≪ 𝑅 ≪ ℓ

Hyperbolic manifold dressed 
with warp and conformal 
factor variations





• If a is too large, increase volume of non-Casimir regions 
(e.g. via short filled cusps or covers k-fold -> (k+1)-fold)

• If a is too small, reduce flux quantum number

Work with concrete hyperbolic manifolds with comparable cusp and 
bulk volumes.   Explicit radial solution below illustrates a << 1.



Finite volume hyperbolic space constructed from gluing polytopes
Ratcliffe text; e.g. e.g. right angled polytopes Italiano et al arXiv:2010.10200[math.GT].

Gluing prescription ensures nonsingular finite volume manifold.  Resulting 
cusp volume of order Vol( ), ensuring comparable contributions 
(positive and negative) to a.  



Balance Terms in U =>

If  a sufficiently small, then all length  scales large:

a here is analogous to D>>Dcrit in supercritical 
compactification to dS ‘01, in KKLT ‘03, topological 
quantum numbers in large volume scenario and Riemann 
surface compactifications, etc.



Radial (ODE) solution illustrating background (rescaled in fig) and 0< a < 1

Positive and negative sources 
compete at large radius.  Joining
to full manifold requires PDEs:  
gluing of hyperbolic polytopes.



Directions transverse to volume:  small tadpoles away from dressed background.  

Positive Hessian
contributions come
from rigidity and
warping effects 



Hessian: two generally positive contributions.  First, rigidity  

Besse, 
Einstein Manifolds

+
Douglas ‘09:

Conformal mode would be negative but with
warping effects, it turns positive: 



Warping contribution to Hessian positive for small c.c.:
Schrodinger problem:
u `wavefunction’ 

In a solution:

Small c.c.:





Trial `wavefunction’ analysis

Crude estimates suggest overall positive Hessian, as suggested by positive
rigidity and warping contributions and some tests in radial solution.
(Not a complete calculation of the Hessian.)



General tadpole estimate:

in our stabilization mechanism



Warp and conformal factor equations of motion

General No Go for AdS extremum  in range:
Cf Gibbons, 
Maldacena-Nunez, 
Douglas…



With a new realization of axion monodromy inflation 





dressed with warp and conformal factor variation yields large radius dS
stabilization mechanism with minimal ingredients:  flux, and (automatically 
generated) Casimir energy.  Flux quanta and contain discrete parameters 
enabling tune of net curvature contribution to compete with quantum 
Casimir energy.   Simple generalization leads to axion monodromy inflation.

One can further analyze the full internal equations of motion, for now in a (still 
UV complete) warmup example.    Why? 
• ``It’s there”:  this setup is concrete enough to do so relatively simply thanks 

to explicit knowledge of hyperbolic geometry as gluing of polygons.
• We can work  in regimes deformed far from and explore etc.
• Further developing NN methods to solve PDEs is of much broader interest, 

provides novel probes and uses of machine learning.    

So far:



BI for AI: 

• Energy-conserving dynamics (no friction), yet slows 
at Loss :

If ergodic, spends large fraction of time near
in phase space 

• Hyper-parameter-optimized experiments yield 
some advantageous results, still checking 
systematically. 

={W, b}  





Solving the equations of motion, with Casimir contribution localized 
in (ended) cusp, is a well-posed problem with explicitly known inputs.

Upper half space
-Concrete examples of compact hyperbolic 
space arise via a set of polygons, whose 
boundaries are totally geodesic surfaces, 
glued pairwise.

-For a single polygon with dihedral 
angles between faces of the form ,  

the faces are the fixed points of a group of 
involutions. In that case, can end the 

world of a single polygon with Horava-
Witten walls.   
Warmup case:  d=8, n=3 no flux

𝑧^2 + x1^2 + x2^2 ≥ 2^2, x1 ≥ −1, x2 ≥ −1, x1 ≤ 1, x2 ≤ 1



• For dS, solve coupled PDEs with explicit boundary conditions.
• For inflation (weaker requirement), approximate solution to 

PDEs corresponds to small slow roll parameter .     



(similar contributions for other directions in field space)

We can analyze analytically and treat this as a `loss function’ in 
an artificial neural network (ANN), which is an elaborate ansatz 
generator as we will describe shortly.  Descending its loss 
landscape corresponds to decreasing from O(1) to an 
inflationary regime.    



Lightning intro to NN’s for PDE solving  
Cf Lagaris, Likas, Fotiadis ‘97,…, 
Douglas et al ML for Calabi–Yau
metrics, Ricci flow, etc.

Repeated application builds up nonlinear 
output functions/ansatz

Points sampled from 
domain of PDE

Then form loss functional:
•
• Slow roll functionals
• itself + 

Output functions (ansatz for
warp factor u and internal fields
including conformal factor B)

Descend the loss landscape via gradient 
descent or generalizations (e.g. new 
optimizer based on Born-Infeld
dynamics)



Our specific NN and corresponding ansatz  

with sampling of 200 points in the bulk and 100 points on 
each boundary component of our polygon.



Validating code with known nonlinear example; novel optimization 
dynamics (BI for AI): +G. Panagopoulos, T. Bachlechner, … D. Roberts et al (inflation and ML optimization)  

={W, b}  



Preliminary Run for warmup example (2-term, no flux):

Loss decreases

Slice of approximate  
solution for warp and 
conformal factors A, B;



We can use human NNs to transition this (with small ) 
to a longer radial solution, ending in the screened WKB solution.   



More explicit expression:

(similar expression for all directions in field space).  



NN analysis:

• Need to scale up to d=4, n=7, incorporate all fields and cusp-ending 
boundary conditions.

• Many variations:  loss functions (including optimizers 
(SGD, Adam, BI), architecture (including adversarial), point sampling and 
validation of more general solutions.    

In this run, the ANN solved in two regions, don’t match in 
middle  (still can evaluate epsilon in such cases).    



We can treat slow roll parameters as a loss function in a neural 
network.  Gradient descent corresponds to decreasing from 
O(1) to an inflationary regime.   Avoiding inflation would 
require this high-dimensional loss landscape to have no 
downward directions.     Functional variations indicate 
downward directions generic.   cf Hertzberg Kachru Taylor Tegmark ’07:  moduli 
space bound on 𝜀. Still open question what happens with larger gradients, more general functional 
analysis possible.  



General remarks and applications

Role of UV physics (such as M/hyperbolic) in QG and observables



In string theory (=M theory on hyperbolic backgrounds participate in 
the web dualities and connect to other regions of the landscape

Winding string condensation  links 
different topologies Adams Horowitz Liu McGreevy

Polchinski Saltman ES…

T  duality generalizes in a precise way to 
compact  hyperbolic spaces exponential 
growth of fundamental group matches 
enhanced IR spectrum from Hubble 
expansion: McGreevy ES Starr



D duality:  Buscher derivation of T duality, as 
well as D-brane version, extends to hyperbolic 
spaces (eg Riemann surfaces, giving Jacobian 
torus of dimension 2 x genus as the dual). 
Green Lawrence  McGreevy Morrison ES.

Jacobian=torus made of Wilson lines. 

For similar reasons, we expect that our derivation 
will generalize to yield a dual description of any 
space Mn in terms of a ˜ b1-dimensional torus, 
where ˜ b1 is the first Betti number of any finite 
cover of Mn (known as a virtual first betti number 
of Mn). For example, there exist many hyperbolic 
3-manifolds which are homology spheres, i.e., H1 = 
{0} so that b1 = 0 [29]. Mathematicians have 
conjectured that these always have finite covers 
with nonzero ˜ b1 (see, for example, [30]); this 
would provide a way to extend D-duality to general 
3-manifolds with ceff > ccrit. Conversely, it would 
be interesting to see if our physical methods can 
provide insight into the validity of the virtual first 
betti number conjecture. 

The Thurston conjecture about finite 
covers with nonzero b1 was proved 
recently by I. Agol.



Holographic duality:

can be viewed as an 
uplift of via topology 
change.
Structure of uplift 
(metastability) => dS
holographic dual involves 2 
matter sectors (as predicted 
by dS/dS as well as dS/CFT). 

New example realizes this 
with no extra ingredients.

Should simplify entropy counts and transition to (3d) deformation 
from (3d) for specific dS/dS dual.



Landscape structure and observables:

Previous dS mechanisms have led to novel and model-dependently predictive 
inflationary dynamics tied to the mathematical structure of string theory 
(warped brane inflation, DBI/trapped, monodromy, fibre/roulette inflation, 
etc.)  Helps systematize analysis of early U data; now-standard observational 
tests via CMB and large scale structure in progress. More systematic analysis 
of multifield and multipoint processes needed along these lines.

R<0 and other sequences of 
internal configurations (e.g. large D) 
may dominate the landscape.  As such, 
it is important to characterize their 
observables, forms of early U inflation, 
etc. (e.g. axions).  Today’s setup 
appears particularly tractable for this.  



Summary

Full analysis of d=4, n=7 internal PDEs well posed:
-- well defined via GR constraints (Douglas ‘09)

-- known hyperbolic topology and fiducial geometry.  
--ANN provides rich ansatz, optimization methods  cosmology

Applications include simpler analysis of holographic duality,  more general 
understanding of landscape, associated phenomenology.


